
 

Call for Papers  

 

Cult of Saints in Late Antiquity  

(Warsaw, 27-29 September 2018) 

 

 

The Cult of Saints in Late Antiquity is a major 5-year ERC-funded research project, based 

primarily in Oxford, supported by a team in Warsaw. The project is mapping the cult of saints 

as a system of beliefs and practices in its earliest and most fluid form, from its origins until 

around AD 700. Central to the project is a searchable database, in which all the literary, 

epigraphic, papyrological and documentary evidence for the cult of saints is being collected, 

whether in Armenian, Coptic, Georgian, Greek, Latin or Syriac. This database, which is 

continuously being added to, can already be accessed using this link:  

http://csla.history.ox.ac.uk.  

 

On 27-29 September 2018 we are organising a final conference in Warsaw, before the project 

closes at the end of the year. The topic of the conference is as broad as the project – the cult of 

saints in Late Antiquity. What we hope to achieve is a broad picture of this phenomenon, and 

so, although we will welcome papers studying the cult of a specific saint, cultic activity or 

region, we will give priority to those that set cults and cult practices against the wide 

background of cultic behaviour and belief, now readily accessible through our database 

(already operational and filling up fast).  

 

Among the confirmed key-note speakers are Luigi Canetti, Vincent Déroche, Stephanos 

Efthymiadis, Cynthia Hahn, Anne-Marie Helvétius, Robin Jelsen, Xavier Lequeux, Maria 

Lidova, Julia Smith, Raymond Van Dam, and Ian Wood. 

 

Those interested in presenting papers are requested to send a title and short abstract (c. 100 

words) to Robert Wiśniewski (r.wisniewski@uw.edu.pl) by 20 April 2018. 

 

There is no registration fee, but please, note we won’t be able to cover travel and 

accommodation expenses. 

 

 

      Robert Wiśniewski and Bryan Ward-Perkins 
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